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Historic contradictions have exploded across the Americas in recent years. Chilean protesters took to the streets to defy 30 years of post-dictatorship neoliberalism, forcing the country to draft a new constitution and elect a socialist president. A far-right coup deposed Bolivia’s first Indigenous president, but voters chose another socialist in the next election. The Workers’ Party returned to power in Brazil after the United States voted out Donald Trump in the wake of the George Floyd Rebellion; meanwhile, Colombia elected a former guerrilla as its first Leftist president. The neoliberal Washington Consensus, already challenged by the antiglobalization movement and the Pink Tide, appears to have crumbled. Meanwhile, social movements continue to build alternative worlds across the Americas, from below and to the Left, as the Zapatistas say. The anticapitalist radical Left has been central to these historical and contemporary events. What methodological frameworks enable a broad understanding of the historical development of the hemispheric Left, and how does this approach contribute to contemporary social movements?

I argue that a multiscalar transnational approach spanning the twentieth century is crucial to understanding the history of the Left in the Americas. Previous historical work has largely been trapped in ideological, temporal, and geographical silos. One either studies the history of anarchism or of Marxism; thus, we have a growing body of scholarship on the early period of anarchism in Latin America and the United States and a wide range of work on early Communist activity, but little attempt is made to connect them.¹ This trend is echoed in the geographic silos that separate the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central America, the Caribbean, and South America. Similarly, the history of Latin America is split into disconnected temporal periods that undermine our understanding of the broad historical arc of the radical Left in the long twentieth century. In this article, I employ a transnational framework that connects political ideologies and time periods which are typically separated.² This framework brings together the foremost recent English-language scholarship, including translations of key Latin American scholars, into a synthetic historical conversation that stretches across ideological, geographic, and temporal boundaries.³ This methodological approach reveals a broad radical Left which has at times been riven by ideological disputes but has been defined also by adaptation and cooperation. The history of the Left’s creative struggle offers models for non-sectarian, undogmatic collaboration in today’s social movements.

What is the radical Left? Despite real analytical and strategic differences,
the radical Left is united by a shared endeavor to address the foundational roots of social injustices. It seeks to overthrow—not simply tweak—capitalist social relations. Leftists work towards the common goal of a stateless, classless society characterized by collective self-determination, worker control of production, and individual freedom and dignity. In my historical approach, I emphasize active participation in antisytemic movements over theoretical distinctions. Yet clarification of differences is also necessary. Anarchists are antistate or libertarian socialists who advocate the reorganization of society into voluntary federations based in social equality and individual freedom. Syndicalists, who overlap substantially with anarchists, believe that revolutionary unions should prefigure the new world and act as the vehicles to re-organize society. The labels of socialism and communism are at times used interchangeably; this paper will follow the general approach of classifying socialists as those who pursue reformist strategies whereas communists advocate revolutionary seizure of state power by a vanguard party. An undogmatic radical Left acknowledges significant ideological differences but manages to collaborate on common projects and struggles. Dogmatism and sectarianism have long been the bane of the Left, but the transnational history discussed in this article reveals alternative currents of theory and practice that are unconstrained by both national borders and rigid ideological lines. Indeed, transnational networks have often enabled non-sectarian connections and collaboration at multiple levels, stretching from Caribbean anarchist networks in the early twentieth century to the “provocative cocktail” of political traditions represented in the Zapatistas and other new social movements of the late twentieth century.

In order to bridge temporal and geographic boundaries, I present a hemispheric narrative of the twentieth century that stresses the dialectical interplay between historical developments and the evolution of the Left. The article begins by demonstrating how a transnational methodology aids our understanding of early-twentieth-century networks of anarchist revolutionaries. Before Marxism-Leninism rose to popularity in the wake of the Russian Revolution, anarchism was hegemonic in the radical Left. A transnational framework reveals the deep interconnections between anarchists across the hemisphere who transmitted new theories and organizational methods between various local and regional contexts—even in the face of violent repression. My discussion of the use—and indeed the necessity—of a transnational analytic framework at the end of this section provides a foundation for the remainder of the article. After exploring several case studies of anarchist networks across the Americas, I address the decline of anarchism and the rise of Marxism. In the 1920s-1930s, I situate the post-Russian Revolution growth of Marxism-Leninism in the context of increasingly centralized Fordist production methods across the hemisphere. At its best, Marxism-Leninism was creatively applied to local conditions, including to the “Indian question” in Peru and the Black Belt Thesis in the United States. The creative revolutionary period of Marxism-Leninism gave way to a rigid Stalinist “stagism” and popular front participation in nationally oriented
democratic movements in the 1930s-1950s.

A post-World War II democratic opening across Latin America was marked by a commitment to social democracy and state-led social and economic development. When these movements went too far to the Left, as in Guatemala, the United States intervened to drown them in blood. This imperial violence taught lessons to young radicals like Che Guevara—himself an emblematic transnational revolutionary—who vowed not to repeat the mistake of non-violent reformism. The Cuban Revolution of 1959 dramatically transformed the hemispheric Left, inspiring a generation of young people to go to the mountains and form guerrilla foci. The “Cuban Model” should be understood as not just an international, but rather a transnational phenomenon, as the role and scale of local actors, transnational networks, and nation-states were blurred. Even so, the Cuban model failed everywhere it was attempted, most famously by Guevara himself in Bolivia. In its wake, neoliberal counterrevolution spread across the hemisphere.

The article ends by examining two successive (and sometimes simultaneous) developments on the Left: the rise of anarchistic “new social movements” in the 1980s and the Pink Tide’s renewed push for democratic socialism in the early-twenty-first century. New social movements responded to the post-Fordist transformation of economic production by organizing on a more territorial basis to build autonomous worlds from below. These movements eschewed national boundaries and often refused to engage with nation-states on principle. Instead, as John Holloway put it, they sought to “change the world without taking power.” The rise of Pink Tide Leftist governments in the early 2000s challenged this orientation and recentred the role of progressive states. Ultimately, however, the Pink Tide has crashed upon the shoals of global economic changes, seemingly demonstrating that nation-states can no longer chart their own path in the global economy. Meanwhile, social movements continue to organize from below and develop new modes of relating to the state.

Throughout the article, I demonstrate how a multiscalar transnational approach enables a broad synthesis of over 100 years of history of the radical Left stretching across the Western Hemisphere. I conclude by highlighting lessons for writing hemispheric history that draws on multiple interlinked scales of analysis. In writing a transnational hemispheric history, I decentre the United States as imperialist nation-state while drawing attention to ordinary people’s transnational connections across the Americas. While the United States government has sought to dominate and exploit the nations and peoples of the Western Hemisphere, ordinary people have consistently attempted to forge cross-border relationships of solidarity.

Early Anarchism and the Transnational Approach (1880-1920)
Social movements at the beginning of the long twentieth century were driven by the anarchist Left. Early industrialization across the Americas provided a working-
class social base for anarchist politics. Beyond unions, anarchists were active in every sphere of life, from mutual aid societies and cultural organizations to newspapers, vegetarian restaurants, and nature retreats. Anarchists were prominent in four major transnational networks throughout the Americas. First, the Southern Cone of South America hosted arguably the strongest anarchist movement in the world—rivalling the better-known movement in Spain. Anarchists and syndicalists controlled major unions in Argentina, Chile, and Brazil, including chapters of the Industrial Workers of the World and Argentina’s dual “FORAs.” They led both urban and agrarian general strikes that, at times, approached revolutionary rupture and prompted violent state repression. Second, anarchists organized networks in the Caribbean into a regional revolutionary force. With major nodes in Havana (Cuba), Tampa (Florida), and San Juan (Puerto Rico), anarchists and their ideas circulated throughout the Caribbean basin. In Havana, anarchists published the influential newspaper, Tierra! and activists worked in Cuba, Florida, and New York City to radicalize Cuba’s national independence movement. In Panama, anarchists organized itinerant workers constructing the Panama Canal and in Puerto Rico they organized tobacco workers and ran several newspapers and cultural organizations. These networks were fluid and regional rather than bound by nation-state borders. Caribbean anarchists were also tied up in global networks between radicals in the colonial and postcolonial world, particularly between Cuba and the Philippines. While some anarchists rejected nationalism completely, others took a more nuanced position and argued that true national liberation required social revolution. Debates around nationalism in this period informed anarchist positions on nationalism throughout the twentieth century.

Anarchists also organized across Mexico and the United States. Anarchists in Mexico and the border region with the United States were central to the Mexican Revolution. The role of collectivist antistate peasant rebellions as one of the driving forces of the social revolution remains central to the radical imaginary in Mexico. The anarchist Mexican Liberal Party led by Ricardo Flores Magón operated across the Mexican border with the United States, at one point organizing an armed incursion with the IWW in an attempt to spark a Mexican Commune. Although nationalist liberals ultimately won out, anarchists across the hemisphere were inspired by the fight for land and liberty in Mexico. Finally, these years were the anarchist apogee in the United States. Well-known radicals including Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman, and the Haymarket Martyrs comprised the most visible of national and transnational networks consisting of union activists, radical educators, and bomb-throwing insurrectionists, many with close ties to Europe and various parts of Latin America. These networks were eviscerated in the post-World War I Red Scare, with hundreds of key figures deported, others thrown in jail, and newspapers forced to close. In each of these four regions, anarchists formed the backbone of revolutionary organizing within labour unions and countercultural milieus. Throughout these four regional networks, women theorized and practiced
a militant working-class feminism inspired by an anarchist orientation towards autonomy and equality in everyday life. Although feminism is sometimes seen as the domain of middle-class white women, anarcha-feminists advocated for working women’s liberation. For example, *La Voz de la Mujer* in Argentina, founded in 1896, was one of the first major anarcha-feminist newspapers in the hemisphere, belying the notion that feminism is a domain of the “first world.” Through the tireless efforts of anarchist women, anarchist feminism gained some hold in the broader Argentine anarchist and labor movements. In Chile, anarchist and socialist feminists were active during the same time period and combined a left-wing economic program with women’s liberation. At the other end of the hemisphere, the anarchist feminist perspective was popularized by women including Emma Goldman, Voltairine de Cleyre, and Lucy Parsons, who each connected the domination and exploitation of the proletariat with that of women. In each of these examples throughout the Americas, women fought against sexism within the Left and argued for the need to connect gender and class. Through their active struggle, they contributed to the richness of revolutionary anarchism in the Western Hemisphere.

These case studies demonstrate how the history of the hemispheric anarchist and radical Left can be best understood through a transnational framework. Recent anarchist historiography has embraced and promoted the “transnational turn.” By rejecting nation-states, moving frequently across borders, and organizing subversive transnational networks, anarchists are, in many ways, the ideal subjects for this approach. Transnational history decentres nation-states (and the accompanying centre vs. periphery dichotomy) and enables a history from below at multiple fluid scales of analysis, including local, regional, and global. This lens avoids the pitfalls of nation-state bounded analysis. Nation-based studies, as social historian Davide Turcato argues, tend to present a history of “cyclical patterns of advances and retreats” in the anarchist movement that “fosters interpretations identifying discontinuity, spontaneism, and lack of organization as inherent to anarchism.” Turcato argues that a transnational framework reveals a different story of Italian and global anarchism. Despite repression and local ebbs and flows of activity, anarchists continually moved across the globe and built networks across national boundaries. Thus, he says, “the analysis of transnational scope reveals forms of continuity and organization unavailable to analyses of national scope, and by broadening our perspective on the anarchist movement it compels us to look for more sophisticated interpretations of the movement’s dynamics.”

A similar picture is revealed across the Americas when we analyze the hemispheric anarchist movement through a transnational lens. Newspapers, feminist theories, and union organizers all moved across national borders that meant little to them. Repression and defeat in one locality often prompted radical migration, at times voluntary and at times coerced, which spread new forms of organization across the hemisphere as well as to Europe and Asia. Indeed, even sedentary anarchists rejected the legitimacy of states and borders in their commitment to cosmo-
politan internationalism. A transnational approach necessitates not simply considering histories of multiple countries (or movement between them), but rather operating at multiple scales of analysis: local, regional, national, hemispheric, and global. Limiting our approach to bounded nation-states would obscure the vitality of the transnational anarchist movement. Of course, this does not only apply to anarchism; employing this transnational framework to tell the history of the broader radical Left helps both centre nation-states and enable a more effective understanding of its history from below.

Creative Adaptation of Revolutionary Marxism (1917-1935)

Marxism overtook anarchism on the Left in response to both economic developments and the Russian Revolution. Syndicalist forms of the anarchist struggle had proliferated within the nascent industrialization of the early twentieth century. While anarchism had a stronger working-class base than often presumed, it flourished in the relatively informal production conditions of this period. As federated anarchist labour unions began to challenge the rule of capital, capitalists responded by centralizing and formalizing production—in part to break the power of syndicalist unions. This formalization provided fertile ground for Communist Parties to organize centralized unions. In addition, anarchists were unable to offer a satisfactory response to the global depression of the 1930s. Anarchism provided little alternative to the popular-national forces that took power—including Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s (FDR) New Deal Democrats in the United States, Lazaro Cárdenas’s agrarian reforms in Mexico, and the popular front government in Chile—all of which were supported by their respective Communist and Socialist Parties. Yet even in countries where anarchism seemed to disappear after the early 1930s, such as Mexico and Argentina, the tenets and ideals of anarchism lived on in libertarian currents within Communist Parties and within the everyday lives of ordinary people fighting for freedom, equality, and self-determination.

The Russian Revolution of 1917 sparked a turning point in the history of the hemispheric Left. The Bolsheviks proved to radicals as well as terrified ruling classes that social revolution was not only possible but imminent. Many anarchists were initially emboldened by the revolution, seeing it as the first step towards the new society for which they fought. Only after several years of increasingly worrying news from Russia—including the accounts of Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman, who had been deported from the United States to Russia—did many anarchists begin to turn strongly against the Bolsheviks. The revolution changed the nature of labour organizing across the Americas. Marxists assumed leadership of the radical Left after decades of anarchist predominance. In response to a call from the new Communist International, Communist Parties were founded across the Americas and became poles of attraction and struggle. Some, such as the Brazilian Communist Party, were even founded by former anarchists who were convinced by the Russian Revolution of the necessity for Leninist models of revolutionary or-
The 1920s to mid-1930s were Marxism’s most dynamic “revolutionary period” across the Americas. As Brazilian Marxist Michael Löwy argues in his introduction to Latin American Marxism, this period was marked by an undogmatic adaptation of Marxism to the realities of Latin America. The most significant Marxist theory of this period was written by José Carlos Mariátegui, who was a founding member of the Peruvian Socialist Party (which became the Communist Party). Mariátegui employed a Marxist framework to analyze underdeveloped Peruvian capitalism and argue that the coming revolution must be both socialist and anti-imperialist. His approach to the “Indian Question” provided the basis for the confluence between Left and Indigenous struggle in the twentieth century; the problem, he argued, was not one of culture or education but rather possession of land. Socialist revolution would draw heavily on pre-conquest structures of “Incan Communism” to provide the basis for a new society. This theorization of colonial underdevelopment and socialist revolution was not contained within national borders. Although Mariátegui’s analysis was based in Peruvian history, radicals brought it to a variety of locations across the Americas with shared colonial experiences, often transmitting it through transnational networks and conferences organized by the Communist International. In a different context, the Communist Party USA adapted Marxism-Leninism and the Moscow line of the national question into the “Black Belt” thesis to organize African American communities fighting for land and self-determination in the US South. Creative application of Moscow orders enabled local Party leaders to blend Marxism with local African American traditions of resistance in the fight for racial equality and economic liberation. Mariátegui’s writing and the Communist Party USA’s practice exemplify Marxism in the Americas at its best: creative, non-dogmatic, and adaptive to local conditions while connected by transnational networks. Yet Communist Parties never reached the point of revolution; scattered uprisings like the 1932 communist-led peasant revolt in El Salvador were drowned in blood.

Stalinism and the Post-War Democratic Opening (late 1930s-1959)
The revolutionary period gave way in the late 1930s to a policy of strategic unity with all democratic forces in antifascist popular fronts. Concerned by the threat of fascism and the continuing global depression, Communist Parties helped form popular fronts and Left-nationalist governments, including Chile’s Frente Popular governing coalition and Mexico’s Lázaro Cárdenas government. In the United States, the Communist Party organized within a broad Popular Front with connections to FDR’s New Deal. In this context, Communist Parties across the Americas embraced a Stalinist stagist thesis that argued that Latin American countries must first undergo a transition to bourgeois democracy and capitalism before progressing to socialism. Rather than fighting for revolution, Communist Parties united with the progressive sectors of the national bourgeoisie to carry out democratic reforms and liberalize
the economy. Marxists isolated revolutionaries and instead joined liberals of all stripes in the struggle for democracy. This marked a retreat from transnational revolution into bourgeois-aligned, nation-state-based reformism. Analysis of this period must engage primarily at the level of the nation-state, even while maintaining a transnational outlook. The transnational framework does not preclude engaging with nation-states; rather, it treats the nation as one scale of analysis among many.

A democratic opening, led in part by the Left, occurred in the immediate years after World War II. Across the hemisphere, military dictatorships fell to democratic forces which attempted to institute political, social, and economic democracy. These democratic governments aimed to correct historical inequalities and provide the basis for new models of citizenship and society in the second half of the twentieth century. Guatemala is the paradigmatic example. A popular uprising overthrew Jorge Ubico’s dictatorship in 1944 and instituted the progressive governments of first Juan José Arévalo and then the more radical Jacobo Árbenz. With the backing of the Communist Party, the Guatemalan Left attempted to build a progressive—albeit still capitalist—democracy in the country. This required the nationalization of unproductive foreign-owned land and its distribution to the poor peasantry. Land redistribution sparked backlash from both Guatemalan and US elites, who overthrew Arbenz and instituted the brutal ruling class control of Guatemala. This led to civil war and genocide of the Indigenous Mayan population in the 1980s. This process produced an impoverished notion of neoliberal, individualist democracy in place of an expansive social democracy. Tellingly, Che Guevara would reflect that the Cuban revolution must avoid Guatemala’s fate by seizing and maintaining power through armed force.

The Cuban Model, 1968, and Democratic Socialism (1959-1979)
The 1959 Cuban Revolution challenged Communist Party stagism and convinced radicals across the hemisphere that socialist revolution was possible through guerrilla war. After the Cuban Communist Party (called the Popular Socialist Party) provided measured support to the US-backed dictator Fulgencio Batista in the name of national unity, a small group of rebels led by Fidel Castro and Che Guevara fought a successful two-year guerrilla war in the eastern mountains that culminated in their victorious entry into Havana in January 1959. In the aftermath, the Cuban revolutionaries carried out the first attempt to build a socialist country in the Western Hemisphere. The Cuban state implemented sweeping agrarian reform, nationalized the economy, and helped lead the global Non-Aligned Movement. The internationalization of revolution was central to the Cuban strategy. Che Guevara and the French intellectual Régis Debray popularized the “Cuban model” of revolution, referred to as **foquismo**, which maintained that socialist revolution could be made by small bands of militants fighting rural guerrilla wars. Che Guevara himself, of course, is an emblematic transnational communist revolutionary. The borders of nation-states meant little to him as he motorcycled from Argentina across Latin
America, learned the dangers of nonviolence in Guatemala, joined Fidel Castro and his band of rebels in Mexico, fought a successful guerrilla war in Cuba, and attempted to spread the revolution across Africa and Latin America until his untimely death in Bolivia. He did not simply travel from country to country, but rather conceived of the world in a fundamentally transnational manner as a communist militant.40

The Cuban revolution and the *foquista* model inspired a generation of young people to found rural guerrilla bands. These guerrillas, often trained in and supported by Cuba, spanned from the Argentine People’s Revolutionary Army to the Mexican Party of the Poor.41 They each framed their revolutionary movements as simultaneously national and part of a transnational project for the liberation of the human race. Despite heroic efforts, each attempt to repeat the Cuban example would fail—most notably Che Guevara’s own disastrous attempt to lead a guerrilla band in Bolivia—until the 1979 Sandinista revolution in Nicaragua, which drew upon a variety of ideological tendencies. Some communists abandoned the rural model in favor of urban guerrilla warfare inspired by the Brazilian communist Carlos Marighella’s “Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla.”42 The model was replicated across the Americas, including by the Black Liberation Army in the United States, who drew on Marighella’s work and compared themselves to the Uruguayan urban guerrilla Tupamaros.43 In the 1970s, the transnational urban guerrilla model spread from Latin America to Western Europe, including the Red Army Faction in West Germany, the Red Brigades in Italy, and Direct Action in France. Each urban rebellion was soundly defeated in the 1970s and ‘80s.

Before the advent of extensive urban guerrilla rebellion, however, a decade of social movement activity culminated in the transnational upswell of 1968. By rejecting Stalinist stagism and integrating class struggle with new forms of identity-based and humanistic movements, the 1960s New Left broke significantly from the Marxist “Old Left.” New modes of struggle aiming to transform everyday life emerged from labour, youth, Indigenous, and women’s social movements. Interconnected uprisings occurred across the hemisphere from the demonstrations against the Olympics in Mexico City to student struggles against the Brazilian military dictatorship.44 The transnational history of this period has been extensively researched and discussed. For the purposes of this article, 1968 functions more as a transition point in the evolution of the twentieth-century Left rather than the radical rupture that it is often held to be. As the next section discusses, 1968 marks the beginning of the articulation of new modes of struggle that integrated Marxism with anarchism, participatory democracy, and anticolonialism.

After a decade of guerrilla defeats and the experience of 1968, Salvador Allende’s 1970 electoral victory under the Popular Unity banner in Chile offered another political paradigm. In the early 1970s, the Chilean democratic road to socialism presented an alternative to the revolutionary Cuban model.45 The Chilean experience under the Popular Unity government still stands as the closest that dem-
ocratic socialism has come to success in the Americas—although it was driven in part by the Guevarist Revolutionary Movement of the Left (MIR), which promoted revolutionary change outside the ruling coalition. After the beginning of land reform in the 1960s under the Christian Democrat Eduardo Frei, Allende was elected with a mandate to deepen the land reform and begin to socialize the Chilean economy. Workers took over their factories and ran them democratically as peasants conducted land seizures to accelerate the agrarian reform, while the right wing grew increasingly violent. After three years of struggle, in which the United States infamously helped to “make the economy scream,” Allende was overthrown by a US-backed military coup and the country descended into seventeen years of dictatorship under Augusto Pinochet. The Chilean coup solidified the rule of military dictatorships across South America’s Southern Cone and heralded years of escalating counterrevolution across the hemisphere.

**Neoliberalism and the New Social Movements (1970s-2000s)**

Latin America’s economic system shifted dramatically beginning in the 1970s, leading a new generation of leftists to conclude that previous revolutionary methods were outdated. This period was marked by the state’s privatization of public services, attacks on organized labour, and counterrevolutionary offensives against the gains of progressive social movements. International bodies including the International Monetary Fund and World Bank instituted harsh structural readjustment programs in response to a so-called “debt crisis” which led to what some call the “new enclosures.” Seizing state power to remake society seemed less and less tenable as the role of individual nation-states was limited to protection of private property and national economies were increasingly both decentralized and globalized. The traditional social base of the Marxist Left—organized factory workers—was decimated and increasingly replaced by decentralized “informal” labour in the service sector and in small companies that avoid state regulations. These developments transformed the composition and strategy of the radical Left. Beginning in the 1980s, a wave of “new social movements” challenged the state-centric strategies of both the Old and New Lefts and returned to a more anarchistic strategy of building power from below. New methods of struggle were created (and re-discovered) that attempted to move beyond the state and organize from below with a territorial rather than labour union base. Thus, they can be best approached through a territorial scale of analysis that, for instance, connects the Zapatistas directly to land-based and Indigenous social movements across the hemisphere rather than viewing them as mediated primarily through nation-states and national economies. In this sense, neoliberal globalization has forced us to understand history through a transnational framework that decentres nation-states.

The new social movements fought for autonomy and self-management against both state and capital. They can be most readily understood by defining them against earlier Leftist strategies. While the classical Marxist Left was state ori-
mented, the new social movements built autonomy outside it. The new movements are primarily composed of informal workers, squatters, Indigenous communities, youth, and women, rather than the traditional male factory workers. Raúl Zibechi stresses that these movements were primarily led by women and were establishing “new familial and productive forms…in which women constitute a unifying pillar.”

As Silvia Federici reminds us, capitalism and colonialism both require the violent destruction of the power and autonomy of women. Women and Indigenous people are reclaiming autonomy and power in the new movements. Further, as Raúl Zibechi argues, these movements are perhaps more accurately understood as “societies in movement” (especially Indigenous societies) rather than “social movements,” because they are composed of entire societies outside the state with alternative cosmologies, social relations, and subjectivities. Fundamentally, while the Old Left (and much of the New Left) attempted to seize state power to remake society, the new movements attempt to build power and autonomy from below, to create, as the Zapatistas put it, a “world in which many worlds fit.”

The Zapatistas are the most well-known example of the new social movements. After decades of organizing in Chiapas, Mexico by Indigenous leaders, Maoists, Guevarists, and Christian Leftists, the Zapatista Army of National Liberation burst onto the global political scene in armed takeover of towns across Chiapas on NAFTA’s start date, New Year’s Day 1994. Since then, the Zapatistas have built power from below by creating autonomous self-governing communities linked to networks of civil society organizations and the global Left. They have made notable progress in Indigenous autonomy, education, healthcare, and women’s rights, and helped to spark the post-Soviet revitalization of the global radical Left in the antiglobalization/Global Justice Movement. The Zapatistas put into practice the Bolivian Indigenous scholar Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui’s concept of ch’ixi, the mixing of Indigeneity with the Western World to create new forms of Indigenous modernity. To take one example, they combine traditional Indigenous knowledge with Western medicine in their autonomous healthcare system. They have helped build lasting local, regional, and global networks of Indigenous and other revolutionary forces.

Beyond the Zapatistas, there has been a profound shift towards anarchistic, territory-based new social movements across the hemisphere. These stretched from the Brazilian Landless Workers’ Movement (MST) and the 2001 Argentine uprising to urban squatting in many major cities across the Americas. In the United States as well, social movements underwent a territorial re-orientation in the late twentieth century, from Hakim Bey’s “temporary autonomous zones” to the advent of anarchist social centres. This shift is not limited to the Americas; it has been part of a global response by the Left to post-Fordist neoliberalism. In Western Europe, autonomist movements rejected traditional factory organizing and attempted to organize territorially through squatted networks of alternative infrastructure in the 1980s. While there is currently a wave of academic work on the new social move-
ments, it has been carried out primarily by sociologists and political theorists. Situ-
ing these new social movements within the long arc of the hemispheric Left re-
veals the resurgence of the anarchist orientation of the early twentieth century. The
new territorial focus on building autonomy from below embodies a rejection of the
nation-state system itself.

The economic restructuring of the 1980s and the rise of new social move-
ments took place concurrently with a wave of limited democratization across parts
of Latin America. Throughout the 1980s, movements against dictatorship and for
democracy grew in many countries including Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay. While containing elements of the radical Left and based in part on the traditional
Leftist base of the labour movement and progressive elements of the middle class, these movements were more centrist than radical. None of them articulated a pro-
gram of socialist revolution; rather, they called for a return to formal democracy and
constitutional rule. But this new democracy, as Greg Grandin argues, was an
impoverished form with limits set by the market and representative decision-making
structures. Rather than full democratic participation in social, economic, and political
life, this movement conceived of democracy in the constrained sense of individual
rights mediated by the market. This model of citizenship was a far cry from the
democratic socialism of Allende’s Chile or even the progressive democracy of Ar-
benz’s Guatemala. The radical Left was no longer inside the state, but beyond it.

The Pink Tide and Beyond (late 1990s-today)
The Pink Tide appeared to reverse this antistate trend, but with contradictory results.
After decades of elite rule, social movements (or their Left representatives) gained
control of the state across several key countries in South America, primarily
Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, Argentina, and Brazil. Significant elements of the Left
re-oriented towards the state and were able to make real progress from seats of
power, including Venezuela’s reduction of poverty under Hugo Chavez, Brazil’s
Bolsa Familia welfare program, and Bolivia’s strong economic growth under Evo
Morales. Yet, this growth and reform was dependent on a specific conjuncture of
an export boom that now seems to have passed, with resultant economic contrac-
tion (seen most strikingly in Venezuela under Chavez’s successor, Nicolas Maduro).
Pink Tide governments have been increasingly criticized by elements of the new
social movements. Raúl Zibechi offers perhaps the most emphatic critique, arguing
that Pink Tide governments were not simply products of the new social movements;
in fact, their role is primarily to co-opt grassroots initiatives, to “‘govern the move-
ments’ and cancel their anti-systemic effects.” They ultimately preserve the power of
the elites and protect the state and capital from revolutionary forces. In response
to this danger, Zibechi argues, the movements must fiercely defend their autonomy
and territory from the encroachment of the state.

Others in the movements have staked out an alternative position in which they attempt to use the space created by Leftist governments to build the struggle
more effectively from below. In this view, the state is approached in instrumental
terms. Beginning from the position of the movements, the question is asked: how
can we use the government to increase our own power and autonomy? For instance,
George Ciccariello-Maher argues that Venezuelan social movements have been able
to expand the size, scope, and radical orientation of their network of communes
due to state support. The state provides funding, resources, and official legitimacy
for the communes, which operate in semi-autonomy from the state. The goal is a
“Commune State” that would function fundamentally differently from either a bour-
ggeois or Marxist-Leninist state.65 This dream has been eroded during the Maduro
years, but many comuneros continue to struggle for its realization. The recent right-
ing coup against Evo Morales in Bolivia—followed by another electoral victory
for the Left—popular uprisings in Chile leading to the election of the young socialist
Gabriel Boric, and the election of the former guerrilla Gustavo Petro as president
in Colombia are but the latest developments in the story of the Pink Tide and the
struggle to build autonomy from below.

New social movements have also revitalized the North American Left. In
the United States, Occupy Wall Street was organized by anarchists who attempted,
with notable success, to popularize anticapitalist analysis.66 Occupy was part of a
global wave of uprisings in 2011 that began with the Arab Spring and the European
movements of the squares, which were experienced by their participants as a
transnational efflorescence of the radical imagination.67 Occupy was followed by
Black Lives Matter and the Standing Rock Indigenous resistance to a new oil
pipeline construction, demonstrating the resurgent vitality of Black and Indigenous
struggles for self-determination.68 Antifascist organizing exploded in the wake of
Trump’s presidential election, popularizing radical tactics previously limited to the
world of militant punk antifascism.69 The 2020 George Floyd rebellion embodied
abolitionist dreams of a world without police, prisons, and state borders. In Canada,
Indigenous peoples have begun to confront the official politics of recognition that
have failed to challenge the colonial relationship between the Canadian state and
Indigenous peoples. Idle No More was only the most visible case of a new wave
of rebellion and reassertion of Indigenous rights to self-determination.70 The hemi-
spheric Left is growing in strength and capacity, and new movements provide hope
for a radically different future.

Conclusion
Approaching the Left through a broad geographic and temporal framework is cru-
cial to understanding its history. This approach balances the tendency to cordon
off time periods, geographies, and ideologies. A bird’s-eye vantage point—itself in-
herently transnational—reveals underlying historical trends in the development of
the Left’s struggle against capitalism and colonialism. It also highlights transnational
connections between seemingly disparate struggles, such as how the Black Libera-
tion Army in the United States drew on the Tupamaros guerrillas in Uruguay, who
were themselves inspired by Brazilian urban guerrillas. This reflects an earlier period of transnational anarchism in which Cuban anarchists were inspired by their comrades in the Philippines to push national liberation struggle in the direction of social revolution. A transnational approach is necessary to capture these connections at the heart of the radical Left.

This article has provided a broad framework for a new history of the radical Left across the twentieth century, emphasizing both ruptures and continuities. Across the Western Hemisphere, the predominance of regional anarchist networks in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century gave way to revolutionary Marxism in the 1920s and ‘30s in the wake of the Russian Revolution and the rise of Fordism. The threat of fascism forced a retreat into popular front reformism that contributed to the democratic wave that swept the hemisphere after World War II. The Cuban Revolution helped spark a new model of struggle in the 1960s that peaked in 1968 and contributed in altered form to the Chilean democratic road to socialism in the early 1970s. Although the Cuban Revolution itself survived, much of the Left was drowned in blood by military dictatorships that heralded the rise of neoliberalism. The resurgence of anarchistic forms of new social movements in the 1980s mirrors the strength of anarchism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Both came in periods of capitalist restructuring and relatively informal forms of production. Similarly, the Pink Tide experience resonates with the movements for popular democracy in the 1940s and ‘50s. This broad view reveals an expansive radical Left that has struggled for freedom, equality, and self-determination in many different forms.

Although my primary arguments are historical, I have also highlighted underlying political lessons for today’s Left. This approach to Left history encourages non-sectarian collaboration between competing tendencies. Examples of cooperation, whether between anarchists and communists in early 1920s Argentina or what Subcomandante Marcos has called a “provocative cocktail” of political tendencies within the Zapatistas, provide a framework that challenges the stark divisions on the Left. Finally, the emphasis on transnational networks encourages readers to identify not with our imperialist government but rather with alternative histories of grassroots solidarity and cooperation across borders. This framework provides a mode of engagement that decentres the importance of nation-states and focuses instead on the actions of ordinary people struggling to build a new world.
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